The complexes of transition metal ions with Schiff bases provide a large class of compounds of both stereochemical and magnetochemical interest due to their preparative accessibility, diversity and structural variability. 1 Metal derivatives of Schiff bases have been studied extensively, and copper(II) and nickel(II) complexes play a major role in both synthetic and structural research. The structure consists of monomeric iron(II) complexes (Fig.  2) . The bond lengths and angles around the iron atom are in good agreement with the values found in other similar tetracoordinated iron complexes. 1 The Fe atom is coordinated by two imine N atoms and two phenol O atoms from the iminephenol ligand in a distorted square-planar coordination geometry. The dihedral angle between N1-Fe-N2 and the O1-Fe-O2 planes is 36.5(2)˚. Each of the two halves of the Schiff base ligand of the title compound is reasonably planar, with the maximum deviation from the plane defined by atoms of each half of Schiff base ligand being -0.314(4)Å for the C4 atom. However, the entire ligand is not planar, as the two halves are twisted with respect to one another. The leastsquares planes through each half of the molecule are inclined at an angle is 36.3(1)˚.
The complexes of transition metal ions with Schiff bases provide a large class of compounds of both stereochemical and magnetochemical interest due to their preparative accessibility, diversity and structural variability. 1 Metal derivatives of Schiff bases have been studied extensively, and copper(II) and nickel(II) complexes play a major role in both synthetic and structural research. Fig. 1) was synthesized according to a well-established method.
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The structure consists of monomeric iron(II) complexes (Fig.  2) . The bond lengths and angles around the iron atom are in good agreement with the values found in other similar tetracoordinated iron complexes. 1 The Fe atom is coordinated by two imine N atoms and two phenol O atoms from the iminephenol ligand in a distorted square-planar coordination geometry. The dihedral angle between N1-Fe-N2 and the O1-Fe-O2 planes is 36.5(2)˚. Each of the two halves of the Schiff base ligand of the title compound is reasonably planar, with the maximum deviation from the plane defined by atoms of each half of Schiff base ligand being -0.314(4)Å for the C4 atom. However, the entire ligand is not planar, as the two halves are twisted with respect to one another. The leastsquares planes through each half of the molecule are inclined at an angle is 36.3(1)˚.
All H atoms bonded to C atoms were refined using a riding model. H-atom displacement parameters were restricted to be 1.5Ueq of the parent propanediamine C atoms and 1.2Ueq of the Fig. 2 The molecular structure of the title compound, showing the atom labeling scheme and 50% probability level displacement ellipsoids. Table 1 shows the crystal and experimental data, while final atomic parameters are given in Table 2 . The selected bond distances and angles are shown in Table 3 . The C9 atom is disordered (occupancy factors are 0.52 and 0.48) and geometrical restraints were applied to the C8-C9 and C9-C10 distances to prevent anomalous bond distances in the propanediamine chelate ring. Table 3 Bond distances (Å) and angles (˚)
